Front End Developer Internship (MYBFED1706)

Apply here

Start date
September 2021

Duration

Role
This is a fantastic opportunity for a creative student with a passion for front end developments and
UX/UI to gain practical, hands on experience within this fast growing start up. Mentored throughout,
you will assist in the head of engineering in developing the website and online assets.
The successful candidate will have full ownership of their projects and tasks , from initial concepts,
through to design, testing and delivery. This will make a great addition to your CV and career
aspirations. Great for someone with good UX/UI knowledge.

6 months

Languages
Good spoken and written English
levels are required.
Multiple Languages for help with
website translation project. Key
languages are German, French, and
Spanish.

Tasks
● Design new elements across websites
● Assist with web translation on WordPress; machine learning and professional translations
● Create static content designs and templates to be used in CDN set ups

Location
Belfast, Northern Ireland
Belfast is the capital city of
Northern Ireland and over recent
years has seen a period of
significant regeneration and
growth. The birthplace of the
Titanic, this vibrant city has a
buzzing nightlife and social scene
with many cultural events taking
place throughout the year. Close to
beautiful countryside and the
famous Giant’s Causeway, Belfast
has something to suit all tastes.

Are you eligible?
Are you a registered student?
Or
Are you eligible to participate in
the Erasmus+ programme?

Desired Skills
•

WordPress experience

•

Experience with UI frameworks, either plain html/css or a framework like Angular, React, and
an appreciation for optimising performance

•

Experience within the Microsoft ecosystem, e.g.net, Visual Studio/Code, Azure

•

Some design skills for creating web elements

Host Company
This innovative host company was established in 2009 by the CEO, then in full time study, who had
issues moving personal belongings between home and university. He has since grown this concept
to offer a full door to door delivery solution to anyone who needs to send their bags and boxes
around the world. Competitively priced, the service is used by students, expats, holidaymakers,
people moving abroad and business people who wish to travel light and avoid excess baggage
charges. Expanding rapidly, they have gone from just 3 UK routes to over 40 000 international routes
taking in 200+ countries and are opening offices throughout Australia and the US.

Benefits
See website for details of all ESPA
benefits. For all internships over 6
months, additional benefits will be
paid. Details available at interview.

Phone: +44 1225 430641

Email: talent@espauk.com

Website: www.espauk.com

